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S Abstract - A number oftactical rai eshv enrpre uhfiueo easuulyoccur under veyR ycor.
Sinoperable as a meult of lead bc-akage of transistor and quart? crystals. rosive conditions.
The lead ,nztterial was a Kovair' t I-ype io-ck-tbtglssealing Th tesmyo ple rresidual. or a combination of lthe
alloy (54 percent Fe-29 percen Ni-17 percent Col. Tlws location and
lype of fractures indicated that thewe leads failed by slcew-corrosion two. Residual stress is structual stress due to alloying con-

cracking. Suech failures result from the combined effect, of mechanical stituents, heat treatment, cold rolling. drawing. welding, press
stress and a mildly corrosive atmosphere. The only source or specific find shrink fits. etc. Applied stress is externally ipplied in a
cotrodent for this type of failure war chloride ions f.)und in midsioa tensile direction. Ir, transistor and crystal can leads it is caused

flux n prntedcircuitry'.byasmltehiusMosueanwtota pcf,Tecorroihv effects of the :esidual flux was dcmonsitrated by th yasmleecnqe.Mitueaoe ihotasei
identifietion of corrosion products foet-, on the phnted wiring. C& corrodent, is seldom a cause of failure of stiessed parts for any
Cut stlection of the sodder flux. scrupulous clean. I of the printed, given alloy group. If corrosion is general over the surface of an

circuit boards, and conformal coating is gecommended for alt similar alloy, stress corrosion is less likely to occur. Stress-corrosion
applic-ations, cracking ie generally normal to the zliplied tensile load and the

BACKGROUND two parts are mirror images.
A NMBER of tactical radio) sets were repe, led inoperable Gold is cathodic to itoni-nickel-cobait alloyf and, where

in Vietnam due to breakage of Ko-'ar®.type itin pinholes are present in the plating, a chloride containing
nickel-obalt leads (54 percent Fe-29 percent Ni.17 percentr atmosphiere will result in extensive corrosion at the plating
Co) of such hermetically sealed componients as quartz crystal., pinhole, particularly as thle cathodic area is large in icilaton it)
and transistors (Figs. 3 and 4). The breakage was generally the antodic iron-nickel-cobialt alloy area. With porou% gold plat-
found to he verý' close to the point of egress from the compo. ing over the entire lead surface, general corrosion will take
nent side of the printed-circuit board (Fig. 5). Break.-ge was place. thu.s obviating stress-corrosion cracking. Where the pomes
also found at the sharpet bend of leads (Fig. 10). Also noted are concentrated at the stressed area, the stress cortosion
was the presence oif somle general corrosion org each module. cracking may be accelerated.

The breakage was initially attributed to stress-corrosion Baker and Mendiz.'.a 131 have dertonstra~cd tl!-:t the iron.
cracking. This destructive mechanism was believed to have oc. nickel-.cobalt alloy used as lead wire in semiconductor devices
curred because the gold plating of the lrora-nickel-cobalt alloy is susceptable to stress-corresion cracking. Elkind and Hughes
leads was insufficient to withstand the environmmcntal condi. 141 confirmed that this alloy sitre&,. cracks rapidly in ftltc pres.
tion encountered in Southeast Asia. ence of both% stress and condensed moisture. The stress is that

The urpoe ofthesubjct ivesigaton ws t confirm resulting from normal device manufacture and/tir conventioa
this early diagnosis and to recommend corrective action, circuit installation procedures.

DE:FINITION 01: STRESS CORROSION CRACKING DISCUSSION OF TESTS
Logn II Idefnesstrss-orrsiot cackng s te "pona-Pln'sical Insieclion oIf Atodides Rctuned from~ the Field
Logn ~j dfies tres~crrslo crckig s te "pona. The immediate problem presented was the cause of the

neous failure of a metal resulting from the combined effects of breakage of the Fe.Ni.Co lt-ads on transistor and crystal cases.
-corrosi, - and stress." Scully 121 calls it a "conjoint phenom- Concomitantly, there was presented a secondary, albeit not

enon." It is insidious because it may develop as fine inter- unimportant problem of general corrosion of' other compo.
crystalline or transcfystalline cracks with little or no evidence nents and parts on the same printed-circuit boards. Figs. 1 and
of telltale corrosion products. There is very little, if any. thon- 2 illustrate the open module, both obverse and reverse sides.
gatioii of the material. containing the printed-circuit boards with the damaged parts.

Omitted is Mhe alurainum case.
Manuscript receh~ced April I5, 1970; revised September I. 197 1. Five modlules were obtained fromt Vietnam and five mod-The author is with ilhe Magnetic Instrumcntation and Intercolinec- tiles were obtained from Germany. Three of the five moduleslion Technicai Area, Electronic Technoloity and Devices Laboratory.

U.S. Army Electronic Command. Ft. Monmou~th. N.J. 0770)3. from Vietnam had the Leads of lIf of the transistors broken (9~
ftovsr fIt a registered trademark of tlie Stupakoff Ceramic iind leads. 3 trasitr) ethemdusaload..ofhe1

Manufacturing Company for One type of hard Illas, Wealing metallic rssos.Tetremdlsas a . fte1
alloy com" Only used in component lead-- The trade name Is used in crystal can leads broken. No breakage was reported from
this Paper On"; to help Identify the leald material. Stress cotrosion of GermayThs aascubdndufeaparc.similar hard glass wealing alloys with different trade namesi has ben n.Tee a cube n ufd perne
reported to the author. Table I contaln% a lis: of criteria to determine the 4Lommon
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TABL
CRITERIA LIST

Module 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Returned from
Observations SEA-I SEA-2 SEA-3 SEA-4 SEA-S C G-2 G-3 G-4 G-5

Transistor loeA% (9) good 9 broken 4 brolain good 9 brukcn good good good good good
le•ds leads leads

Flux In holes yes yes yes yes yes no no no no no
Solder appearance good finger corrosion good corrosion good good good good good

print

Flux on board no yes yes yes yes no no Isolatc so•ne smears
some on
posts

Solder droplets no yes yes yes yes no no no no no
General appearance good poor poor fair poor good good good repaired good

butfor ?•
fractured
resistor

Germany (G).
Southeast Asia (SEA).

Fig. 2. Printed-circuit side of board.

Fig. ~residual flux was noted over the rest of the leads. General

Fig. 1. Component side of board. corrosion was rare on all failed Fe.Ni.Co leads.

Pull Tests on Transistor Leads
factor present in all modules with broken Fe.Ni -Co alloy Attempts made to break the soldered-in.place transistor
leads. The common factor is extensive ft x and dirt on both lead on one of the boards by pulling vertically resulted n
sides of each board making up the module. None of the ten necking. Fracturing took a great deal of force and the appear-
had a conformal coating. Figs. 3 - 10 illustrate other conditions ante of the fracture surface was not the same as the
observed on the modules. stress-cracked break. It was uneven and random in location -

The cracking of the transistor leads was always observed at that is. the leads did not break at any specific point but
the rim of the hole on the obverse side. This is apparently the anywhere along the entire length of the lead. None of the
px.int of greatest stress resulting from the bend made prior to broken leads returned from Vietnam showed necking or the
insertion into the hole. In addition to this stress inherent in type of a break resulting from a tensile pull indicating that the
the manufacturing processes, there appeared to be an applied physical stress of the lead, without corrosion, did not cause
stress resulting from the pressure of insulating washers at the failure.
base of the transistors. This pressure was attributed to ther- The next step was to find a corrodent source in the affected
mally induced expansion. The thermal coefficients of expan- modules.
sion of the lead mat.'rial and the plastic used for mounting the
transistor on the printed-circuit boards differed by a rat:- of Gencral Discussion of Corrodent Sources
1:10. Whereas it has been reported by Baker and Mendizza and

Upon inspection it was also determined that the holes Elkind and Hughes [3J. 141 that Fe-Ni-Co alloys will stress
around the transistor leads were filled with flux but very little crack in a humid atmosphere alone, the presence of a specific
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TABLE If

EFFECT ON KOVAR OF ORGAIC MATERIALS FOUND IN MODULES

Flask Expouiai Mediun. Observation After 9 Montlti Roam reroperature

I ontro~l No corrosion
2 Distilled water Minor scattered rust %pots

3 Ammonium hydroxide 41,, corrosion
4 101t hydrochloric acid Rusted in one week

5 Orange-dyed mylar film with tacky silicone resin adhesive One lead had 3 rust spots. others no corrosion
6 5 above with distilled water 2 leads had 2 - 3 rust vpots; cacti
7 5 above without adhesive No corrosion
8 6 above without adhesive Scattering of rust %pots more pronounced corrosion beneath thr~ead
9 EpoNY-glass laminate No corrosion

10 9 above with distilled walte 1-2 rust spot% onl eacti lead rust stain bencathi thread
I I Teflon s.paghetti wvire insulation No t.orrosion
12 11 above with distilled water Rusted pit bieneath ca;Ji thread
13 Undyed mylar Chu with tacky silicone adhesive No corrosion
14 13above with distilled water I lead had 31 rust spot%. others% no% Corrosion
Is 13 above without adhesive No corrosion
16 15 above with distilled water 1-2 mninute rus~t spots on eachi lead
17 Fpoxy-glass laminate iume as 9 but sanded No corrosion
18 I7 above with distilled water I lead had rstm pit beneath ithread. other no corrosion
19 Urethane sponge pad No corrosion
20 19 above with distilled water Ni. corrosien
21 Rosin core solder 60/140 from stock No corrosion
22 21 above with distilled water No corrosioni

voie material in tiastss 5- 12 was obtained from module SFEA-I. Miaiertal in flas~k% 13-20 was obtained from module ;- 1.

A 900 K.-d wvas chosein hi-atise it repiesentted thle seveiest
bend fouind in thfe modutles. ILach flask conit atined at gan ic ilia
te rial f'otnd in filie mod(1ule withI and wit hout waete added. ia;
listed in, Tamle if.

Nonte of' thie leads weic inimleiied. Thiey weie suspei'd ed
atbove thie inaici ials fat niiie month is tundet iiooiiil ciilit.illow.

I heý we te I hen ex~amn ted hot withiW h 1 imncm oscope (.SIPX ) antd
unaided eye. There wseie not signs olat'ies% C;Icing.

Corrosionl was observed at flaws in) thle gold plate. I: wept
far itl, lads exposed ito a It0 percent It\ d rochiloric Id thee
was no corrosion of lthe cut ends of the leads. No ritliem signiri-
cant corrosiorn to01k place.

1herel'ore. it was co~ncluded that lthe materials used fii nmod-
tile cotnstruction did not contribute towards lead breaikage.
Anatlysis of* these ria te rials had demontita ted I ha i they were

Fig. It0. Stress-cracking crystal lead wire. free (if chloride ions.
However Reich (51 had previously conducted a series ol*

Pfiet o dulotte Materials on AlloY L~eath experiments ito determine thfe effect of* various flux types otn

Fe-Ni - Co alloy leads. He concluded that tife presencee of'a
Analysis of tile organic materials used in thle modutles corresive flux atid humidity are tile prims! factors that contrib-

was devised ito examine the effects of these substances on thle stress crac~itg. this study turned toward tile effects of solder

alloy leads from thfe 2N2273 transistor used in the modules
were sharply betnt (Wo it order to fotrm a stressed area. Thle Printed ('oidtjc'ror C('rrosir',
leads were then cleaned in acetone. and suspended by a white Copper corrosion products were found onl the edges of
cotton thread inl 5 and 10 tnt glass-stoppered volumetric flasks. solder-dipped wiring adjacetnt to tile epoxy board, Solder scor-

0 Ntylat and ieflon are a registlered tradeniark of' tile 1.l. DuPont de rosion products were found adjjcent to thle copper corrosion
Nemours Company. products and rarely at any distance from thle copper salts

5aw
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(Fiip. 6 and 7). Flux residues were found nearby. With hydrochloric acid, a little stannous chloride is formed;
These corrosion products were identified as Cu2 (OH)sCI this reacts with the excess stannous hydroxide, (orming an

(atacumlte) and SSnO.2H2 0 by X-ray powder diffraction )xychloride which is decomposed by water into anhydrous
techniques. No lead salts were found. stannous oxide less soluble in hydrochloric acid. The regener.

It was determined that the flux residues on the boards ated acid commences anew, and the cyclic reactions continue
returned from the field contained chlorides (presumably in until the dehydration is complete."
the form of hydrochloric acid as no metal salt was found in Sn(OH)2 is considered to be a hydrated oxide rather than a
the flux) by electron beam microprobe techniques. true hydroxide 18, p.161 ]. It is the hydrated oxide form that

Since none of the organic materials used in the module was detected by X.ray powder diffraction. In addidion. hy-
contained chlorides, it was concluded that solder flux must be drated stannous oxide slowly forms gray anhydrous oxide
the source of chloride ions, probably in the form of hydro- when kept under water (see 17, p.-681.
chloric acid.

DISCUSSION OF CHEMICAL REACTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH (SnO) 3-2HO 3SnO +2H2 0.

CORROSION 3) C•alyt*k Effects of Copper: Copper salts are excellent

Corrosion of Melal. Induced by HCI catalysts in the autooxidation of stannous chloride when in

The following discussion on the corrosion of copper and the presence of hydrochloric acid. metallic tin dissolves in

tin illustrates the reactive nature of traces of hydroch'oric acid solutions of stann~c chloride to form stannous chloride.
(HCI). Since HCI is self-generating in the various reactions 4J Lead: No lead salts were detected on the printed cir-

considered, a little goes a long way. Of the three metals under cuitry in the subject test. One reason for this is that metallic

consideration (tin, lead, copper), tin is the most reactive to lead is inert to aqueous solutions of acids. Athough lead oxide

hydrochloric acid, copper and lead being relatively inert. is attacked by hydrochloric acid zo form lead chloride, the

I) Copper: Cuprous oxide, which forms readily on copper latter is not stable in a moist atmosphere.
in damp air, is a thin brown oxide that reacts with hydrochlo- Of the two metals used in solder, lead and tin, the latter is

ric acid more readily attacked by hydrochloric acid. In addition. eu-
tetic solder, being 63 percent tin and 37 percent lead by

C112 + 2HCI --- + 2CuCI + H2O. weight, or 72 percent tin and 28 percent lead atomic percent,
contains 2-% times more tin than lead in iii formul.tion.

Cuprous chloride absorbs oxygen from the air spontane- Galvanic hffects and Trheir Relationship to Corrosion
ously. At ordinary temperatures, In moist air, the formation Because the solder corrosion products were adjacent to the
of green atacamite is complete in several hours (see 161). copper corrosion products on the boards examined in this test,

it was postulated that the attack by hydrochloric acid was
4CuCI + 02 + 5 Ha 0 ----- 2Cu2(OH)CI-H2 ,0+2HCI. strongly affected by the solder-copper ealvanic couple at the

epoxy board interface. The basic reactions are the same as
Cupric salts accelerate the corrosion rate of copper by described in the preceding section with the additional drive of

hydrochloric acid, which is also obtained as a by.product of the galvanic voltage of 0.4 V.
the above reaction. It has been stated that copper and its alloys rarely corrode

2) Mh. Tin readily reacts with hydrochloric acid to form galvanically with solder because, copper being cathodic to
stannous chloride. solder, it is the solder that preferentially corrodes 110). Ac-

cording to La Que and Copson [ I 11, tin-lead solders are an.
Sn + 2HCI ---- SnCl2 + "12. odic to copper but this is usually of slight practical significance

except in contact with solutions of high conductivity such as

Stannous chloride dissolves in water and, with air, forms sea water.
stannic oxychloride(ee 171). In sea water, tin-lead alloys acquire corrosion products th-t

are cathodic to copper. When they are used as a coating of

2SnCI2 + 2H0 +02 -, 2SnCI2 (Oi1)0. copper, they can cause severe corrosion at bare spots. La Que
and Copson state I l, p. 5661 that solutions of oxidizing salts

On standing In water, the dissolved salt undergoes internal such as ferric, cupric, and stannic are corrosive to copper.
* decomposition to form a basic salt by loss of hydrochloric acid They also demonstrate the following 1l, Table 20.1J.

"[81. According to Mellor 191, "Stannous hydroxide is con-
verted into a crystalline stannous oxide by traces of any acid
which Is capable of forming stannous salt, which, in turn, is Runa
capable of being decomposed into free acid and oxide (Mellor Le None Slig Slight
specifies boiling water but extensive time and the internal heat Tin Moderate Moderate Stidt
of the operating equipment is considered to be equivalent).
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When juxtaposed In solder-plated copper, tin is preferential- considered to be immune to hydroen embrittlement and this
ly corroded to either copper or ead; however, once stmnnic phenomenon appears limited to medium and hlgbhtrength
salts are formed there Is a galvari revenal and copper is cor- steels. The iron-nickel-cobalt leaW alloy under investigation is a
roded. Cupric salts accelerate ! ra!'e of corrosion of both tin great deal softer than a Rockwell C value material.
and copper. The relatively r;nutc exposed copper area com- The lack of corrosion products at or near th: break, rules
pared with the solder area fwttner ..3:reases the copper cor- out other corrosion processes.
roslon rate [121. T7e presence of chloride containing corrosion products and

chloFde (ortala*ng flux on the printed circuitry pointed to
Discutskn of Tn-Copper Corrosor chloride cont~lning floix, comblr.'td with a damp atmosphere,

Bums and Bradley [13, p.2 6 71 give an explanation for the as a priAdpal factor in the failure of these iron-nickel-cobalt
inertness of lead compared with the reactivity of tin and ahoy leads. Since It was a stre=s corrosion fracture, the break.
copper at the copper-solder interface. Molten lead does not W always occurred at the point of greatest stress, which was
wet copper surfaces as does tin. Instead of forming a thin the point of egress from the component side of the printed
surface film ovei the immersed part, the lead coalesces more or circuit board.
less into drops or 'rivulets when the copper alloy part is with- The porous gold plating did not play a major role in stress.
drawn from the lead bath. To form a bond some alloying corrosion cracking but it may have accelerated it 131. The
element common to both (i.e., tin) must be used. common factor found that differentiated the units with

At the copper-tin interface a duplex layer consisting of broken leads from the same units with uriamaged leads is
Cu$Sn and C4,SnS is formed during the hot tinning of cop- extensive flux and dirt on both sides of each printed-circuit
per [13, p.199]. These compounds do not form as a result of board.
electro-tin plating but do form if the plating is subsequently Conformal cotings may have inhibited or prevented the'
fused or reflowed, the characteristics depending on the corrosion problem on some modules despite the contamina-
temperature reached during reflowing and the time interval tion present. However, these electrically insulattng coatings are
between fusion and quenching [13, p.203). not effective if residues are not removed prior to coating (171.

CufSno is greater than 0.1 V, more noble than copper and,
as formed during the soldering operation, has occasionally led RECOMMENDATIONS
to perforation of the copper from galvanic action [13, p.2 0 2 ]. It is recommended that solder fluxes be limited to the

types specified in MIL-F.14256., "Flux, Soldering, Liquid
! CONCLUSIONS (Rosin Bae)" and QQ• -71, "Solder; Tin Alloy; Lead-Tin

Tho following was seen when reviewing the evidence yield- Alloy; and Lead Alloy" flux-cored solder types R and RMA.
ed by this investigation. Flux residues should be removed in accordancb with require-

1) The broken leads were in an environment suitable for ment 5, paragraph 7.5 of MIL-Std-454, "Standard General Re-
stress-corrosion cracking. There was evidence of Inherent and quirements for Electronic Equipment." It Is further recom-
applied mechanical stress and of chemical corrosion on the mended that all printed-circuit boards be thoroughly deaned
affected boards, and conformally coated in accordance with MIL-P-1 1268 ti-

2) Normal tensile lead fracturing tests did not cause frac- tled "Parts, Materials, and Processes used in Electronic Equip-
tures of the type observed in the defective modules. ment," paragraph 3.31 and 3.68.1.2.

3) Chemical tests appeared to eliminate the basic nodule The importance of thorough cleaning of printed-circuit
materials as a source of corrodents(s). boards and the removal of flux has been discussed at length by

4) There was no evidence that general chemical corrosion many authors. Coombs [141 enumerates possible sources of
alone could have caused these lead failures, corrosion of printed circuitry. He concludes that traces of flux

t ) Chloride ions were detected In corrosion by-products ors or flux residues indicate poor post-cleaning procedures [14,
the boards that appeared to be related to the soldering opera- p.14-291. This statement Is repeated by Manko 1151. The im-
tions. portance of flux-residue removal is stressed [IS, p,2161. Else.

It was therefore concluded that sLress corrosion was, in where, Manko stresses that flux residues be removed immedi-
fact, the cause of iron - nickel - cobalt alloy lead breakage. This ately and even roam fluxes are difficult to remove after several
was caused by the flux-filled hole in each instance. The flux hours of aging 1161.
not only prevented movement of the lead, but also was the
sourcr of chloride Ions. ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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corrosion cracking because hydrogen in the metal often mi. probe techniques; D.W. Eckart for Identifying the copper and
grates to the point of greatest stress. However, metals having a tin corrosion products on the printed wiring by X-ray powder
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